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I.

Determine whether each statement is ltR{rE or FALSE"
l. cy4ogenetic must be defined as the study of inherited inaterials.
2. Certain other viruses contain iinear DNA molecules.
3. Bacteria are organisms with simplest structure and function.
4, Remarkably, the trvo pairs A-T'and G.C have same shape.
5, Two identical DNA duplexes are created from the original duplex.
6. ln E.coli bacteria, rt contains a Iinear genome.
7. Protein synthesis i, all eukaryotic cells occur in the nucleus.
8. DNA is typically found in the cell as a doubre -stranded molecule.
9. several of the nucleotides in mRNAs contain modified bases.
10. Ribosome facilitalts polypeptideynthesis in various ways.

(10 marks)

II.

Write correct word to compiete the following sentcnces"

(10 marks)

i.

DNA p?oiein complex in eukaryotic chromosome is termed as -------------.
2. The internal nuclear matrix protein is very
and complexes.
3. The genetic code is a ------------ code.
4. DNA replication is extraordinary ------------.
5. Replication of eukaryotic DNA begins at ------------ sites.
6. The correct initiation of DNA s;rnthesis is its correct -------------7. Only sorne 47o of total cellular RNA is
8. Mature mRNA n4ust contain ali of the
g. The bond between the aminB aci<i and IRNA contains
errergy.
10. Some tRNA can recognize more than one cocion for -------------

III. Answer all questions.
i

.

(10 marks)

What is chromttsomal DNA of Matrix attached region?
Give the iciea of two themes fbcus r-.'ri examination of DNA.
Outline the structure of ihe "A" form DNA.

2.
3.
4. List four phases of replication Drocess.
5. Give brief explanation of amino acylsynthetases

in transfer RNA (t RNA).

IV. Answer all questions.

l.

2.
3,
4.

Describe about the "Nuclein", which extracted by Miecher
Mention about the alternative form of double helix.

(20 marks)

in

1g69.

Give diagrammatic explanation of DNA replication.
what do you understand the "central dogma involved in FNA Synthesis?

V. Answer any three questions.
I

.

2.
3.
4.
5.

with the heip of diagram, explain the prokaryotic chromosomes.
Explain about the DNA that obtained from X-ra;, diffraction.
Give the explanation of the three form of DNA replication"
Horv would discuss the discover of messenger RNA (mRNA).
Give detailed account on the structure of transfer RNA.

(30 marks)

